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Abstract: Ancient text Detection and extraction strategy for text assumes an indispensable part in numerous computation model using 

recognition of content detection in images. Base up techniques don't generally detect the specified region of text area. To resolve this 

problem, we propose an Edge Mapping Pointed Multi Perspective Neural Network (EMP-MPNN) for enhanced font definition. Initially 

the preprocessing make scaling to noise removal from ancient character dataset. TheCanny Morphed Edge Bounding Text 

Region(CMEBTR) is applied to find the character edges accuracy by cornering using Stroke patch text extraction. This increase the 

object entity relation of pixel coordination of character lining to identifying the text regions. Further the Scaled Inline Skeletonized 

Segmentation (SISS) are applied to select the inline features of the text to find high attention of the text structure.The strategies 

specifically images are split into segments and after that gathering character region covers the text into dependable regions by maximum 

match case weight.Then features extracted through Wavelet Transformed Featured Extraction(WTFE) and trained into Multi Perspective 

Neural Network (MPNN) to identify the classes. The proposed multi objective feature selection implementation approach which reduces 

the error rate with precision recall rate have higher performance. 

Keywords: Text Recognition, Feature selection and classification, neural network, edge mapping, stroke transformation, segmentation, 

structure projection 

1. Introduction 

Digital Image Processing (DIP) has turned into the 

incredible approach for different applications to identify 

text data or information in the image or video. The image 

processing can be used to identify supplements of content 

present images and journals from characteristic natures 

Ancient Character Recognition (ACR) is the directive 

approach of realistic image contains differential data to 

identify. Unstructured image processing doesn’t evaluate 

through text structuring, they contain straightforward to 

show the content by equivalent structure. Mostly, the issue 

arises from ancient Tamil character emerges highly 

intention because of the variety of dissimilar texts 

appeared in various point of view to project same 

characters.  

Tamil characters have equivalent for character structure 

(for example. palm leaf written characters) need to find the 

Truth difference of each character dissects in text 

preprocess on various elements are put away in the 

collective data called equivalent projection of the content. 

The image contains character shape which are inspected 

with the fragmented piece of the region in text inclusion 

part. 

 

```````````````````````````````

 

Fig. 1. Ancient palm leaf Tamil characters and isolated 

projection of written text 

The text region is regularly used by recognizing edges for 

basic image examination to prepare highlights to find the 

structure of text. Figure 1 shows the Ancient palm leaf 

Tamil characters and isolated projection of written text. 

This is the normal factor of portioning image, that are not 

despicable to process the raster inspected compound 

images which by irregular noise and large contain a blend 

of texts, plans, and unique images. By using the 

transformation technique, wavelet transformation for all 

substance from text regions are ordinarily achieved to 

corrects blends of text region that are close edges and find 

the line-of characters. 
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Fig. 2. Process of ancient character recognition 

Most text processing techniques preprocesses the image 

before text extraction in light of ousting text saw from 

ancient text. Figure 2 shows the Process of ancient 

character recognition. This endeavor is undertaken because 

of alterations of text like textual style, shading, scale, 

foundation course of action, shape examination, dull 

complex establishments to manage the text division. The 

differential implementation has various problematic 

challenges and issues to attain the progress of results. The 

limitation reduces the implementation progress of accuracy 

in various definition by considering problematic factors. 

The reviews depend on the problem identification factors 

to recover with the objective to be proposed by the 

implementation. The proposed begins the region of text 

with lightning on various elements of shading variety to be 

subjective among the procedure of text extraction. A text 

appearance in ancient tamil text covers is regarded as a 

noteworthy data and makes it direct for human substances 

observation yet variety fit as a fiddle images. The 

comparability of curiosity location approaches perceives 

texture shape by testing forming projection with various 

cluster and characterization calculations. Feature learning 

of cluster methodologies has got delighted in a progression 

of achievements in different fields to bunch the 

comparable articles to prepare with the highlights. 

Inappropriately, text detection isn't well to the directions of 

designs varied to identify text object. This leads that have 

much of the time been unnecessarily to find exact object. 

The arrangement of text shows differential in broad images 

to sort the shape focuses. To apply these strategies, ACR 

applied edge detection is projected have many-sided 

quality to create and rectify texts based on MPNN. They 

ensure the exactness to use an execution gaining from text 

extraction structure. 

2. Related works 

The ancient Tamil character identification become a 

complex because of image processing techniques failed to 

identify the structure and equivalence of character 

extracting text from ancient images [1]. The handwritten 

might be a crucial disadvantage in numerous applications 

like content processing, image combination, video 

recovery, and video content outline and so on. where every 

pixel speaks to the likelihood of the comparing pixel in the 

information image being a piece of a text region is highly 

classified in deep learning [2]. 

The Tamil text region detector which is intended to gauge 

the text existing certainty and scale data in image pyramid, 

which help segment candidate text segments by nearby 

binarization [16]. To effectively shift through the non-text 

segments, a Conditional Random Field (CRF) 

demonstrates thinking about unary segment properties and 

parallel contextual part associations with managed 

parameter learning is proposed. The associated segment 

identification on the text layer to identify characters using 

edge detection based on CNN [4], gather characters into 

strings, and split covering strings. For the recognized 

strings, to detect their introductions and turn singular string 

to the flat course. 

The low-level features are shading congruity, gray-level 

variety and shading fluctuation are choose the non-related 

features [5]. The shading coherence is utilized since a large 

portion of the Tamil characters in a text region have a 

similar shading, and the gray-level variety is utilized since 

the text strokes are unmistakable to the foundation in their 

gray-level qualities [6]. 

The powerful text limitation exhibited approach    which 

can consequently detect on a level plane adjusted text to 

various sizes, textual styles, hues and dialects points the 

ancient characters [7]. Initially, a wavelet transform is 

connected to the image and the circulation of high-

recurrence wavelet coefficients is considered to factually 

characterize text and non-text zones. 

One is to ACR choose character recognition based on the 

optical character recognition (OCR). Natural language 

processing (NLP) space that augments the between-class 

detachability by an appropriately picked edge for 

segmentation of character and foundation or binarization 

[8]. The other is relative invariant or contortion tolerant 

grayscale character recognition utilizing Global Relative 

Transformation (GRT) relationship that yields the most 

extreme connection esteem among information and format 

images. 

The stroke-based text detection strategy which detects self-

assertive introductions text strings with approximately 

built characters in images. This approach utilizes 

aftereffect of Stroke Width Transform (SWT) as 

fundamental stroke candidates [9, 10]. These candidates 

are then combined utilizing versatile organizing 

components to create minimally developed characters. 

Singular characters are affixed utilizing k-Nearest 

Neighbors calculation to identify discretionary 

introductions text strings, which are thusly isolated into 

words if important. 

From the various literature analysis, the differential image 

processing methods are initiated with   projection of 

texture detection and extraction had the problems. The 

segmentation problem of identifying text are in selective 
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point of edge maps shows the variation among styles in 

character leads low accuracy due to Corner Response 

Feature Map are failed [11].  

Most of the methods are not straightforward, as they are 

characterized to regulate the noises to identify the text 

possessions in cursive characters Recognition based on 

Multilevel Convolutional Neural Network Fusion 

(MLCNNF) [12]. Arising noise due to binarization and 

compression of the text region will be varied for scaling 

factors because of strokes and angles of text at the point of 

position. 

Text seeming unintentionally in an image that does not 

characterize anything significant. Be accuse of edges are 

formed well leads lagging to identify the text. The poison 

process identify the text Regions which are connected with 

pixel growing region from the natural intense of the image 

Transformation of text [13] and segmented region are 

irrational to the cluster form match case text in ancient text 

depends only on OCR optimized texture [14]. Differential 

conventional problems in text detection leads to mean 

variance. Error rate is high for increasing false rates which 

produces lower accuracy. : “Equation (1) is ... .” 

3. Materials and Methods 

The proposed novel text identification using segmentation 

is a good tradeoff between competence in noise reduction, 

character segmentation, detection, and extraction with 

maintaining execution of time and lower false rate. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Process of ancient character recognition 

This super flows the ancient character apart from optical 

character recognition because of edge mapping definition 

are entity relations append from segmentation.  

The proposed system impact the efficient bounding box 

region identification using edge mapping method. Figure 2 

shows the edge mapping pointed multi perspective neural 

network (EMP-MPNN). This taking full advantage of the 

segmentation analysis that are constructed by exact optimal 

region growing method. 

3.1 Pre-Processing 

In this pre-processing stage, the text contain image is 

changed over into grayscale image or parallel image in 

light of the fact that the point of this progression is to 

enhance the image information that smothers undesirable 

twists or clamors which is vital for additionally processing 

and this is one of the regular advances which are done to 

evacuate commotion in the image processing. It 

additionally expels the filters apply on shadowing, 

different reflections and covers a few bits of an image.  

The means which are followed in pre-processing are:  

• Input image transform over grayscale image into 

binarization 

• Estimate the interclass difference of mono-color  

variant by marginalized threshold to reduce the 

variant by applying Gaussian filter 

•  

• Resized to steady size of 300×300 pixels  by 

contrasting level of the image balance 

(1) 

 

 

 

The class probability 

 

.ctr and  .ctr 

• Resized image is partitioned into 50×50 squares 

and Gaussian filter is applied to filter featured 

scaling non determinant pixel values. 

 (2) 

This filter extracts the non-illumination of text carrying 

regions to avoid the non regulted pixel coordination and 

noise trends to contrasting the feature limits. 

 

3.2 Canny morphed edge bounding text region 
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The multi objective text region originates from the features 

of text segment to extract the structure of content. The 

regions are covered with bounding box with outlined 

structure of shape recognition. The boxing resembles the 

non-text area before the text are cropped by specific image 

location. The neighboring area of texts exits the boundary 

limit. This should be marked as non-bounding coverage 

region of text. The back ground elimination of other 

objectives ore filtered and covered with bounding box 

region. 

The Canny edge detector is an edge detection operator that 

uses a multi-stage algorithm to detect a wide range of 

edges in images. The Canny method uses two thresholds, 

and enables the detection of two edge types: strong and 

weak edge. 

Ced→ , 

max-frequency MF in text edges, 

 

 

The x and y are the coordination block the text region 

pointed by covering the scalar matrix 

 (3) 

 (4) 

 (5) 

 (6) 

Parameter difference block using max and min be selected 

as maximum attain value Difference filtered block 

maximum attain MA, 

 (7) 

 (8) 

 (9) 

 (10) 

 (11) 

 (12) 

  (13) 

Compute maximum attain 

differences,  

Compute the mean differences,  

 

      Supportive edges at coordinated text region 

>0 

For ends 

The magnitude of the image pixels is exceeds the marginal 

threshold value, the edges are strongly marked based on 

the coordination of the pixel. Depending the threshold 

dependencies the edges the cornered by equivalent edge 

mapped by pixelate. 

3.3 Stroke patch text extraction 

Stroke patches are formed by the text shape construction of 

end point region. In this stage, the patches of text 

completion are identified by stroke patches that are applied 

in shape recognition. The pixel differentiation is identified 

initially by stroke width and related pixel spatial quality 

measure. The continuous seeding represents the similarity 

of stroke width transformation using maximal stable 

external region in a second. The identified transformation 

of text patches are extracted by the similarity measure of 

text content. The characters of stable region is identified to 

define the diverse characteristics of ancient text content in 

images. 

Algorithm 

Input:  Edge identified images  

Output:  Text patch stroke weight TPs 

Step 1:  Identify the stroke from 

 

Step 2: Estimate the distance transformation of stroke 

corner from the boundary region  

 With mean 

 

Step 3:  identify the average stroke corner Avt= 

.  

Step 4:  Compute the spatial distance of stroke 

coverage region from the text origin 

Ctr→ (ctri ,ctrj )=   

Step 5:  The Euclidian distance on each pixel X and Y 

at bounding region p(x,y) 

   P(x, y) →Tps(ctr*Avt) 
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Consistency pixel range  

The above algorithm returns the stroke weight based on the 

strike covering corners. This reduce find the corner 

corrective edges formulating by the dense regions defining 

the structural characters. This enhances the text region and 

covers the structural pattern of the text at maximum 

definition of text structure. 

3.4 Scaled inline skeletonized segmentation 

In this stage, the detected segments are extracted into 

regionalized segments from the word edge disambiguation. 

The extracted region of text of out filled by edge map 

shape to contribute the text. The segmentation which splits 

the match case text region is shaped by projected relevant 

text shape point to extract the content. The text regions are 

pointed as covering edges in non-text regions as false 

points. Segmentation originates the text point’s conversion 

from the selected point of pixel region to find the text. 

Algorithm:  

Input:  Input text covers region image, Tps, 

Output:  skeletonized text structure (Sks) 

Step 1:  Compute all the Tps as text covering stroke 

bounding region 

 For (image boundary ImRegion) 

 Segment Object note (Obj→outlier region)  

 For each (Tps) 

 Estimate the coverage region of covered edges 

C--P(x,y)) 

 For end  

Step 2:  scaled the Covered edges Text inner pixelate 

m(P(,y)) 

 

 M ← Number of related projection at inner text 

line I and j 

 n1, n2. . . nm ← Counts O unique labels M .  

 obtain the inner structural text coverage Tps 

Step 3: Covers the text pane sliding window text 

projection Tpr 

 If(Tpr→Tpe(m)) 

M← . 

Get count (loss, 1 n1, 1 n2. . . 1 nm ) . identify the 

match case label from the train set.  

End 

Step 5: Compute the match case trains structural with 

match case features Tpr at maximum region Mr 

and Count Frequency Cf 

 For (Match case text region==YES) 

 Extract (MRCF) 

 SksMatched Mr 

End for 

The above algorithm defines the inner path region of the 

text structure carrying at stroke similarity of trained 

features character set. This returns the inner bounding of 

text skeleton image by proceeding the maximum frequency 

limit if match case text. 

3.5 Wavelet transformed featured extraction 

The wavelets find the feature vector relatively close to the 

angle of multi-perspective projection to the match case 

characters. These transformation projects the angle of time 

variant features on angular rotation filed of computation 

approach. In each curves of angle projected by the 

character is presented as two dimensional vector space on 

time variant feature dilated in wavelet angle of character 

match case weights are summed into mean depth feature 

weights. 

Future scaling function  be defined at maximum level 

of High and Low medium scaling regions of character 

match case from wavelet  be the orthogonal value of 

 be computed as, 

 

 

  (14) 

The determinant features  

of text  
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The wavelet features are scaled by marginalized threshold 

value by vectored into coefficient by denoting the subands. 

This reduce the non-determinant scaling text features by 

avoiding feature dimensions. 

3.6 Multi perspective Feed forward neural network 

In this stage the computation feature weights are feed into 

forward neural network which the features are trained with 

trained characters. Based on the computational nodes the 

feature weights are trained and feed to formalize the 

character weights and an activated edge transmits 

numerical information from node to node. Each compute 

unit can evaluate a primitive function for its input. 

Each features be relatively found to feed forward support 

vectors form patterns to create a sequence weighs to the 

match case character this feed forward neural network 

finds the relative weights from  the input location to hidden 

layer  the output location.  

The learning problem involves finding the optimal 

combination of weights so that the network function 

calculates the given function f as closely as possible. The 

steps for training a feed forward neural network using the 

follow-up method are described below. 

Let us the text characters be the formalizes by the wavelet 

functions, The input  

observed from 

feature weights 

Compute the input function to feed the feature weights. 

 (15) 

 

 

 

 

 

The outputs from the hidden layer units are calculated by 

  (16) 

 

 

 

The successive match case of input values from features 

are feed to hidden layer to output layer be estimated by, 

  (17) 

 

 

 

The output from output layers units are calculated by 

 (18) 

 

 

 

The absolute non successive false  error are estimated by, 

 (19) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  (20) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The hidden units be forwarded by the feature weights 

definition reminds the error rate which is identified neural 

weights before the output layer activation function be 

updated in output layer. 
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The above steps are repeated until error is 

acceptably small. 

The actual and target values are averaged into mean depth 

successive weight to form patterns to find the text based on 

the sum of squares done by back propagated neural links. 

This finds exact character definition by maximum match 

case relatively equal to trained character. 

4. Result and discussion 

The proposed ACR detection are tested with various 

accuracy of confusion matrix flow of sensitivity and 

specify rate of methods call. The measure of proposed 

computation is compared with different techniques 

inspected previously. The collected dataset from ancient 

Tamil character images are from Palm leafdatasets, Harsh-

120-tamil and Isolated-TamilChType..  The 

experimentation of various detection calculations was 

completed on different images.  

The performance values are evaluated by precision and 

recall rate with tested trained set of positive and negative 

values. 

             Table 1. Details of Parameters 

Parameters used Values processed 

Dataset used 
Ancient Tamil 

character 

Simulation 

environment 
Matlab 

Number of 

images 
Max500 

 

The above table 1 shows the details of ancient text image 

collection dataset that are processed to test the 

performance of the proposed system. The proposed 

classifier has produced efficient results than another 

classifier. The evaluated the proposed algorithm with 

different methodologies discussed earlier. 

 

Fig. 3. Analysis of precision rate 

The represented figure 3 shows the observed true 

positive precision rates from different dataset with 

unrelated means. The proposed EMP-MPNN 

implementation provides efficient results than other 

methods.  

Table 2: Analysis of precision Rate 

 Analysis of precision in % 

Techniques 

dataset used 
SWF 

MLCNN

F 

EMP-

MPNN 

Palm leaf 71.1 74.3 87.6 

Harsh-120-

tamil 
66.7 74.1 89.2 

Isolated-

TamilCh 
71.3 75.2 91.3 

 

The represented table 2 shows the resultant of precision 

rate with different image collection dataset produced by 

different methods. The proposed EMP-MPNN produces 

91.3 % precision rate which is better than other methods. 

 

Fig. 4. Analysis of recall 

The represented figure 4 shows the analysis of 

recall rate tested with different dataset. The collected 

dataset have differential tested value produced by different 
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methods. The proposed EMP-MPNN system have higher 

recall rate than other methods. 

Table 3: Analysis of Recall 

 Analysis of recall in % 

Techniques 

dataset used 
SWF 

MLCNN

F 

EMP-

MPNN 

Palm leaf 75.2 78.2 83.6 

Harsh-120-

tamil 
71.4 79.1 86.1 

Isolated-

TamilCh 
73.2 76.2 91.7 

 

The represented table 3 shows the analysis of recall rate 

tested with extraction of positive negative text regions. 

Resultant outcomes prove that the proposed EMP-MPNN 

system have higher efficiency of recall rate up to 91.7% 

which is better than other methods. 

 

Fig. 5. Analysis of false extraction 

The represented analysis in figure 5 shows the differential 

evaluation of false results compared with dissimilar 

methods. The implementation of new system has higher 

efficient result than other result. 

Table 4. Analysis of false extraction 

 Analysis of false extraction in % 

Techniques 

dataset used 
SWF 

MLCN

NF 

EMP-

MPNN 

Palm leaf 10.6 9.6 8.6 

Harsh-120-tamil 11.3 10.2 9.7 

Isolated-TamilCh 12.3 11.3 10.2 

 

The represented table 4 shows the analysis of false 

extraction produced by dissimilar methods tested with 

differential datasets the Palm leaf data sets, Harsh-120-

tamil and Isolated- TamilChTypeset produce consecutive 

low false rate. The proposed EMP-MPNN system produces 

10.2 % low false rate. 

 

Fig. 6. Analysis of time execution 

The represented figure 6 shows the dissimilar methods of 

differential datasets. The collected dataset represents the 

differential text formats in ACR as well as extracted 

proposed EMP-MPNN system with high efficiency. 

Table 5. Execution of time complexity 

 
Execution of time evaluation 

(milliseconds- ms) 

Techniques 

dataset used 
SWF 

MLCNN

F 

EMP-

MPNN 

Palm leaf 12.7 10.1 8.2 

Harsh-120-tamil 14.1 14.5 9.6 

Isolated-

TamilCh 
18.1 17.6 12.3 

 

The represented table 5 shows the execution state of 

different methods with time taken process. The proposed 

system test with dataset image collected from Palm leaf 

datasets, Harsh-120-tamil and Isolated-TamilChType 

dataset. The proposed system produces 12.3 (ms) higher 

efficiency than other methods with lower execution state. 

5. Conclusion 

In this examination, EMP-MPNNtext detection 

contemplations start progressed preprocessing to determine 

issues in recognizing non-text in contemporary images. 

Besides, this will examine the utilization of programmed 

include learning for text versus non-text separation. This 

exploration has exhibited highlights based multi objective 

text detection for sectioning the tamil text ancient images. 

The technique depends on an arrangement of edge 

detection using stroke identification character recognition. 

Those highlights use size, shape, and stroke width and 

position data of associated segments. Adaptive edge 

detection and skeleton segmentation  are prepared  based 

on those highlights to get a model for marking associated 
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segments of tamil texts. Our outcomes demonstrate that the 

proposed EMP-MPNN technique has well effectiveness to 

exactness rate with 91.3% precision, recall rate 91.7 % as 

well as time quality 12.3 milliseconds quick and is 

extremely ready to segregate text from context, including 

the text that shows up graphical text. 
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